2002 chevy avalanche interior

Breaking with a long-standing tradition, the Avalanche was unavailable as a GMC , but only as a
Chevrolet. Production of the Avalanche started in September and ended April ; producing two
generations in its lifespan. Avalanche also gave the public an advance look at the next
generation of front fascia designs for the entire GM line. A full-length chrome strip splits each
lamp assembly and the grille, with a gold Chevrolet "bow tie" in the center. The hood and
fenders featured aggressive folds, in contrast to the soft box of the other GMT models. From
mid-year, Avalanche could be ordered without the cladding. The uncladded model, known as
the Without Body Hardware or better by its initialism "WBH" , and alternatively called
"slicksides" by GM marketers, resembles the ''05 Silverado in the front. This was made possible
by a plastic cover and an exclusive "midgate", called the Convert-a-Cab system by GM, which
could open and close. The midgate was a divider behind the second row of seats that could be
folded down, with the seats, to create a longer bed area, or folded up to make a larger cab area.
Aside from these details, a Z71 Off-Road decal on the rear side panels identified an Avalanche
equipped with this package. Full leather seating surfaces were an available option, also
removing the cloth door panel inserts, and also added heated front seats. For those who liked
the styling of the Z71 Off-Road package but did not plan to take their Avalanche off-road, a Z66
Premium On-Road package was also available. The Z66 On-Road package featured all the
equipment that the Z71 Off-Road package offered, but replaced the off-road suspension with
sport on-road suspension, and did not offer four-wheel-drive. Aside from these details, a Z66
On-Road sticker on the rear side panels identified an Avalanche equipped with this package. As
with the Z71 Off-Road package, full leather seating surfaces without the cloth accents were an
available option, also removing the cloth door panel inserts, and also added heated front seats.
To further distinguish it from its Silverado siblings, the Avalanche was practically fully equipped
and only came with bodyside cladding. Options included OnStar telematics system, cassette
player , leather seating surfaces, front dual power bucket seats that could be heated, and side
airbags for the front seats. For , the Avalanche was slightly changed. Soon after the release of
the Chevrolet Avalanche, customers began to notice cosmetic problems with the cladding on
their vehicles. Over time exposure to heat and sunlight would cause a chalky faded appearance.
It was especially noticeable on the cargo bed panels, and sail-panel windows where "Zebra
Striping" would appear. Customer reaction to this problem resulted in General Motors agreeing
to a one time treatment of a product called ArmorDillo. This product would temporarily restore
the cladding for a period of about 6 months. After that it would wear off then need to be
re-applied. Realizing this was not a permanent solution, GM, together with Gatorback Coatings,
developed a coating that could be applied to the cladding to restore it to a like-new shine. This
product was designed to etch into the plastic and bond a new layer of tinted acrylic over the
faded plastic. General Motors did not use side body cladding on the second generation model.
General Motors has also identified the original source of the faded cladding. Production of the
redesigned Avalanche began at the Silao Assembly in April It had all the same standard and
available features as the Suburban and the Tahoe. The model of the previous generation was
discontinued. A special Z71 package was offered for the second generation Avalanche. This
off-road package consisted of a suspension tuned for rough terrain, an exclusive automatic
locking rear differential, aluminum under body skid plates visible from the front of the pickup
truck , wheel flares, badges, wheels and tires. Later models introduced another version of the
Vortec 5. When the 5. For the model year, the 6. In its final year, the 6. The LS served as the base
model Avalanche. The LT served as the mid-level model Avalanche. It added power dual front
bucket seats, remote start , XM Satellite Radio , Bluetooth hands-free telephone system, and
exterior color-keyed door handles, tailgate handle, and side mirrors, wood interior trim, as well
as other features. The LTZ was the top-of-the-line model Avalanche. For , all Avalanches,
regardless of trim level, featured the Black Diamond Edition Package , which added Black
Diamond Edition emblems to the rear pillars, replacing the previous trim level designation
emblems, and also adding unique emblems inside the Avalanche commemorating its
production from to The Avalanche was produced in limited numbers. Each Avalanche buyer
received a limited-edition coffee table book with photographs of the owner's Avalanche, a copy
of the window sticker from their vehicle, and a complete history of the Avalanche from to The
book was shipped to either the dealership or owner's home after the owner took delivery of their
new Avalanche. In addition, a newly available color, named Fairway Green Metallic,
commemorated the last year of production for the Avalanche In April , GM announced that
production of the Avalanche would end after the model year, after saw a sales decline of 2.
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used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
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